
Bringing Heart, Soul and Stomp into the  
H.S. Band and Orchestra 

 

What’s the difference between a good High School band or orchestra and the 

current U-tube internet sensation: The Venezuelan Youth Orchestra conducted by 

Simon Bolivar? BTW, this 26-year old maestro is the music director designate of 

the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra? 

 

Take a moment, check out this link:  

Venezuelan Youth Orchestra conducted by Simon Bolivar  

Bernstein’s Mambo from West Side Story Symphonic Dances:  

http://www.dailymotion.com/swf/6pXLfR6OdUfQNjMYZ 

 

 If you haven’t seen this amazing example of joyful ensemble playing it 

perhaps represents a new direction of elements that can be infused in our approach 

to making music.  

 I believe that great music making transcends the playing of accurate notes, 

rhythms and dynamics and has as much to do with rhythm (repeated word, 

"groove" instead?), movement and joy. We see and experience this kind of great 

artistry in many styles of popular AND classical music. Observing performing 

musicians of all levels and styles (classical to folk) it is easy to observe the ‘image’ 

of spirited music-making that is free of a static, studious, academic approach to 

music-making. There is an ‘image’ or ‘look’ of great performers making music:  

Have you ever watched (and heard) the Turtle Island String Quartet, The Kronos 

String Quartet,  Tituo Puente,  Hector Lavoe, Yo-Yo Ma and the Silk Road 

musicians, the Philadelphia Orchestra, or watched Leonard Bernstein conduct?  

Have you seen the Flying Karamazov Brothers perform?  Ever seen violinist 



Joshua Bell, jazz singer/trumpeter Louis Armstrong, or pianist Andre Watts? These 

great performers not only sound great but also look different when they perform.   

What excites me is that if you were deaf and couldn’t hear the glorious sounds 

they were making, these diverse musicians have a similar look when they are 

performing.  You could SEE that they are all playing from their heart and soul 

THROUGH their bodies. THIS IS THE KEY!  When you SEE all three elements: 

breath, movement and pulse, you FEEL SPIRIT. And the reverse is also true. 

When you DON’T see these elements, something is missing.  You can hear and 

feel it!  

My question is, as teachers and ensemble directors, how can we begin to honor 

and integrate this free abandonment and joyful approach to music when many of 

our students are struggling to play their instruments accurately and focusing on 

playing together as a group? I do agree that it is essential to know your part well 

enough so you can focus on other elements in the music. However just playing the 

notes in the right place isn’t going to accomplish the task. In order to do this the 

learning of the notes and rhythms has to become a prerequisite. There is much 

more to do. 
 

I believe the key to the excitement resides in connecting with the original 

‘inspiration’ of the music. If we accept this, we may find there are many ways we 

limit, block, or interfere with it. Allowing ourselves to be 100% available to the 

‘source' of the musical inspiration involves learning WHERE in our bodies we 

block this message so the message can pass through us.  While this is a huge 

topic (blocking or interfering with inspiration or musical ideas), we have to start 

within our bodies to remove the blocks that inhibit our expression. 

 That’s right.  It’s up to YOU!  The music has to come INTO your body, 

heart, soul (and mind), and pass OUT through your body. You will give it your 



own feeling, spirit, accent, flavor, pulse, sound and groove.  However, you must be 

really careful to not obstruct this inspiration with your performance.  

I believe there can be a new pedagogy that honors the precious qualities that 

bring us back to the youthful spirit, the child, the naturally excited being that 

shares inspiration and ideas and communicates it through sound. When we do 

this, we are all doing the same thing. We look remarkably similar because our 

bodies are fully engaged. There can be a new kind of emphasis to these common 

elements that are used to communicate music. These are the breath, movement, 

and pulse.   

If you compare the Venezuelan Youth Orchestra’s approach using their breath, 

bodies, and rhythmic energy to our public school ensembles, you may notice the 

difference lies in the energy and inspiration that transcends the bodies of all the 

performers.  

Through the assistance of a pilot project with the San Francisco Symphony 

Education Department, I wanted to explore if it were possible to get four different 

Bay Area string ensembles to begin to use these elements in their music-making 

while they were learning the notes and rhythms at the same time.  I collaborated 

with the celebrated composer/author/theorist, W.A. Mathieu, on a piece called 

‘Heart, Soul, and Stomp’ to get high school musicians to express music from 

‘inside to out.’  Unfortunately, I had not yet seen the video clip of the Venezuelan 

Youth orchestra that captures the energy we wanted to demonstrate with this new 

piece.  

Allaudin approached this commission as a way to reconcile what he calls the 

discrepancy between ‘hot’ and ‘cool music’. He explains: 

The way I see it, music is either HOT or COOL by which I mean it either 

comes directly from inside of us without benefit of notation (like jazz and other 

improvised music) or it originates externally--from Beethoven, for instance--and 



we internalize it through notation. The direct process from inside out is HOT…the 

intervention of notation COOLS the process of albeit providing opportunity for 

deep intellectual play as in, for instance, Bach.  

I love both ways and have spent a life looking for recipes of compromise and 

accommodation. Heart Soul and Stomp, which was originally called Inside-Out, is 

an attempt to introduce reading musicians to both of these aspects at once with 

considerable demands at both extremes--direct internal emotional connection in 

the moment while reading difficult ensemble music from the page. 1 

Allaudin’s piece was performed by students of four completely contrasting 

string orchestras. They included inexperienced, shy, predominantly Asian students, 

uninhibited‘ out of control’ performing arts school students and the upscale, 

unimpressed East Bay students. Each school was given the same music that must 

be internalized and spontaneously created with reckless abandon. Normally these 

students would rarely cooperate when asked to do something ‘beyond the notes.’  

But when we wrote "acting frustrated," "stomping," "singing" and "hip hop 

moves" in the music, and with the encouragement of enthusiastic conductors, 

choreographer specialist Alan Scofield, the presence of the composer W.A. 

Mathieu and my own relentless supervision at most of the rehearsals, the kids 

simply had no choice!  

The piece begins with string players making vocal sounds that express 

anxiety, relief, excitement, laughter, sarcasm, frenzy, and cooing like a baby, and 

then finding the same sounds on their string instruments. In another part of the 

piece they were required to sing the same notes they were playing on their 

instruments. Acalanes High School Freshman violinist Helen Wang told me that 

when she first played the piece, she thought it was ‘bizarre, insane and weird.’ 

“When we play Baroque or Classical music, we are taught not to have feelings but 



just play the right notes, dynamics and fingerings. The idea of making the music 

your own by expressing our own emotional feelings was really new to us. Most of 

us are not comfortable putting ourselves out there and sticking out in the group. 

However, when I was sitting in the back of the section, surrounded by friends, I 

was comfortable goofing off and not taking the music seriously so I had fun 

dancing to the hip-hop groove. Then when Mr. Green used dancing and playing as 

an example, we all started to really get involved and we really liked it!” 

The Heart movement is all about feelings. Jerry Panone, the director from 

School of the Arts wrote: The music was interesting and challenging, most of all, 

especially the extra-musical requirements of the piece, since the students had to 

leave the familiar comfort zone of simply playing their instruments. The 

requirements of breathing and vocalizing as well as imitating emotions and 

feelings on their instruments was especially helpful in connecting the students with 

the essence of phrasing and the emotional experience of playing the music behind 

the notes 

MUSICAL EXERPT #1 SINGING EXAMPLE 7 MEASURES.(f.t. #2) 

 The Soul movement contained lyrical writing with breathlessly beautiful 

harmonies.  Allaudin described his inspiration for this movement: For the Soul 

movement, I went back to my own teenage years and felt the longing and loneliness 

and ecstasy of those years.  This is the movement I would have written at that time 

if I’d had the chops.  

The final movement Stomp was based on a hip-hop groove and included 

kids stomping on different beats while dancing in their seats. The kids really 

rocked it with ‘Stomp’! He said: 

The seeming paradox between hot and cool music was realized in 

rehearsing the Stomp movement. We were trying to teach the kids something they 

already knew internally but from the cognitive complexity of musical notation.  



MUSICAL EXCERPT #2  HERE: 3-measures (used by permission) 

Alan Scofield got the students to overcome their inhibitions and play with reckless 

abandon! Alan recalled:  

Their sound was very good, but there was more inside them, more in their bodies 

waiting to come out. I urged them to dance with their upper bodies (like Helen 

Wang!) and to rock in their chairs while stomping on the designated beats. They 

thought I was mad, I'm sure. 

The four performances were memorable concert experiences for both the 

audiences and the students. In every performance the crowd was on the edge of 

their chairs as the music-making was truly spontaneous, theatrical, engaging, 

humorous, beautiful and exciting! I fervently believe the reason this was such a 

success (besides being a brilliantly crafted piece of music) was that the students 

had to be engaged with their voices, feelings, bodies, and energy.  

I also believe we hear a lot of music with our eyes. When we see students 

staring at their music, fingers, and bows, and not engaging their bodies, it transmits 

boredom, doubt, and invites the mind to become critical and less engaged with the 

music. When we see movement, life, and spirit on stage, we merge with this 

energy and receive its spirit.  

Harvey Benstein, director of the Campolindo orchestra, said: 
The Heart, Soul and Stomp project was a terrific experience that captivated 

my students and allowed them to get totally into the music, leaving the majority of 

their inhibitions behind.  

The project allowed the performers to return to their basic love of music-

making, similar to their earliest experiences with music and creating sounds on 

their instrument .  



The life and spirit in music has always been present with our children as they 

play and dance with their bodies, sing spontaneously, and groove to the rhythms of 

the music. These are key elements that can be found in every piece of music we 

play in classical, folk, jazz, chamber, or large ensemble music. We created this 

experience for these orchestra by writing in the singing, acting, moving, and 

rhythms as part of the music. Now they have had this experience, it is up to their 

teachers to remind the kids where these same elements are present in the music of 

other composers, such as Tchaikovsky. Ms. Winter said: I’m convinced that having 

made the connection between heart, soul, mind, body, and music in this piece, my 

students will be looking for similar connections in every piece they play. 

Music must come ‘through’ our bodies, heart and soul. It cannot communicate 

from the printed page to the brain and out the fingers WITHOUT being felt and 

internalized from ‘inside to out.’ 

How can we add these vocal, rhythmic and breathing elements to the music we 

are preparing for our concerts, competitions and festivals? 

THE BREATH: David Darling, a celebrated cellist and teacher of free 

improvisation, has a simple mantra for the breath: Sing what you Play and Play 

what you Sing.  If you play a wind instrument, you are already using your breath, 

but you might not be ‘singing the pitches in your head’ while playing on your 

instrument.  This effects the phrase and style as well … sing along.  

Another way to introduce the breath or singing into the ensemble is to have them 

play their parts on any given piece for four measures, and then sing their part for 

the following four measures…. Another variation would be to point to any section 

of your ensemble and ask them to sing their part while the others play their parts 

on their instruments. It’s important that they internalize everything they are 

playing, they have to be singing simultaneously. The voice quality comes 

BEFORE they translate it to their instruments.  



MOVEMENT: Getting High School musicians to put down their instruments 

and dance might be quite a challenge…especially in an ensemble rehearsal. 

However, using their bodies to lead the music like a conductor isn’t quite the same 

as ‘dancing.’ The conductor is a wonderful model of this breathing, pulse, and 

movement discipline. You can put on a recording of the piece you are playing and 

ask everyone to stand and imitate YOU conducting. Then ask a few students to 

play while the other students sing their part and conduct while singing ... Much 

music is based on dance forms. Learn these dance forms and get the students to 

move their upper bodies while imitating the dance (minuet, rock, rap … whatever). 

They can dance with their shoulders and move their heads by just rocking back and 

forth. Watch the Venezuelan Youth Orchestra. Notice how they move and groove 

to the music and you will see that it isn’t that complicated. 

 

PULSE: The great jazz trumpeter Clark Terry told me in The Mastery of 

Music: When playing a solo, always keep your rhythm section in your hip pocket.   

(ft#3)There is a pulse to everything that is alive. For example your heart is beating 

in rhythm all the time!  Rhythm is the language of our music.  In music we have 

many parts to the rhythm and we need to place each part in a different part of our 

body. John Philip Sousa said: Jazz will endure just as long people hear it through 

their feet instead of their brains. (Did Sousa say this about Jazz?  Jazz wasn't 

around in his time, was it?)(ft4) 

Tap your feet to the slow pulse--the quarter notes.  Let your upper body or hand 

tap the subdivisions in the 8th notes.   Allow your tongue or voice to articulate the 

16th notes.  When you walk, feel your feet and notice the pulse. Have a group put 

the beat in their feet and clap the rhythm of their own part. Have them clap the 

rhythm of the part of a different instrumental group…Have them sing the rhythm 

of their own part and clap (or tap their foot) to the rhythm of the basic pulse. When 



you play in a group, a rhythmic role is often shared amongst several players so you 

have to include them in order to fit your part with the whole. They will learn that 

there are many rhythms that make up the total groove and they should find a way 

to experience all of this in their bodies. 

It is still important to play all the proper rhythms and notes. However, these 

elements of breath, movement, and pulse allow the spirit and the music to come 

‘alive.’  It’s about music that inspires, that is passed on for the world to enjoy. That 

youthful joy and spirit of music that enters our hearts and souls can be recreated at 

any time through our songs, rhythms, and dances.  This way we can celebrate the 

best of both worlds!  

 

 

 

----------------- 

This piece (Heart Soul and Stomp!) is available from the composer W.A. 

Mathieu, who can be contacted through his website: coldmountmusic.com or e-

mail: info@coldmountainmusic.com. 
 

 

 

 

 

I am continuing to develop a concept of ‘Music Alive’ with another unique workshop 

scheduled for July 9-16, 2008 in Oakland, California, with a core curriculum of voice, 

movement, and rhythm, while allowing for three concentrations from the participants. 1) music 

education/ensemble directing, 2) improvisation, and 3) a bass pedagogy course for public school 

teachers. Mary Knysh will join Barry, Alan Scofield, conductor/pedagogue Harvey Benstein 

(verify spelling), and a faculty of many teachers specializing in rhythm, movement, and voice for 



this new course. For further information contact Barry at: barry@innergameofmusic.com and 

watch for more details on his website: www.innergameofmusic.com after January 2008.  

 

Personal quotes from conductors from interviews used by permission from directors: 

Jerry Panone, Michele Winter,Harvey Benstein, Alan Scofield, Helen Want 

 

1: Personal interview with Barry Green 
2: Used by persmission: Copyright W.A. Mathieu, Cold Mountain Music 
3: MASTERY OF MUSIC PAGE 192..BY BARRY GREEN personal interview with Clark 

Terry. Broadway Books, 2003 NY 

4: Musical quotes from the internet.  
 


